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0. Introduction
 
This paper discusses the interaction between two processes of segmental phonology in the West Frisian dialect called ‘Clay Frisian’: schwa deletion (or schwa epenthesis) and fricative assimilation. Most Frisian dialects display alternations between schwas and syllabic sonorants. One of the topoi of the Frisian phonology literature concerns the question whether these alternations are due to a process of schwa deletion or rather to schwa epenthesis. In the recent literature, the former position is exemplified by Visser (1997) and the latter by De Haan (1999). 
	This paper shows that at first sight these facts provide arguments for a schwa epenthesis analysis over a schwa deletion analysis under a rule-based approach, thus supporting De Haan’s views (1999) to some extent. But on closer analysis, they support an analysis in terms of constraints on the output rather than rules, and in this respect they are neutral with respect to the deletion or epenthesis debate. 

1. Clay Frisian Syllabic Consonants: Primary Data

First let us consider what the relevant data are. In the first place, for Clay Frisian, as for many other dialects, we state the following generalisation: The facts of Clay Frisian have been somewhat ‘idealized’ in this paper. In many cases, the forms with schwa are possible, in highly formal styles of speech. This means that wherever we mention ‘Clay Frisian’ in this paper, we actually mean ‘informal Clay Frisian’. On the way to represent differences in style in grammatical terms, cf. Van Oostendorp (1997).

(1) a.	Generalisation I.  We do not find schwa between any consonant and a liquid or /m/; in those positions we rather find that the sonorant is syllabic.

	b.	Examples for Gen. I.		A		B
		passer ‘pair of compasses’ 		*pçs´r		 pçsr`
		woartel ‘carrot’ 			*vwAt´l	 vwAtl`
		biezem ‘broom’			*bi´z´m	bi´zm`

Syllabic sonorants and schwa are in a form of ‘complementary distribution’: the former occur in exactly those environments where the latter do not occur. This can be understood in one of two ways within a traditional view of generative phonology, in which we have a lexicon with underlying forms plus a set of rules deriving the output representations. First, we could assume that schwa is obligatorily underlying in Frisian, but it is deleted in certain environments (so the forms in A are always underlying and those in B are always derived).  Alternatively, B could always be the underlying forms while the forms in A are neither underlying nor derived. Although there might be a rule of schwa epenthesis, it does not apply in these specific cases. In the recent literature, the former position has been defended by Visser (1997) and the latter by De Haan (1999). 
	Many phonologists have abandoned the tools of constraints on underlying representations (explicitly disallowing either the forms in A or those in B underlyingly) and rule application (inserting or deleting schwa in certain environments only).
	In this paper, we rather specify a set of constraints on surface forms, following the current stream of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993). Only the surface forms that conform to those constraints are allowed. The grammar is now set up in such a way that the forms in column B are compatible with the relevant constraints, whereas those in A are not. All the forms in (1b) are potential inputs. From this perspective, both the forms in A and the forms in B can be input to the grammar. Yet the forms in A will only surface if schwa deletion applies to them first, while the forms in B will surface as long as the schwa does not get inserted (i.e. the forms in A will have to change in order to be acceptable; the forms in B should not change.).
	What can the relevant constraint be? I propose it is the following:

(2)	*Closed Schwa Syllable
Schwa occurs in open syllables only.

The cross-linguistic relevance of this constraint (or rather of a somewhat more sophisticated machinery having the same effect) has been established by Van Oostendorp (2000). There it is shown that *Closed Schwa Syllable has as an effect in French that schwas that end up in a closed syllable are ‘strengthened’ to [E]. This is something we can see in alternations such as those in (3): It is usually assumed that the process involved here is fortition rather than schwa reduction (an underlying /E/ turning to schwa in some contexts) because there is no alternation in pairs such as ‘fêter/je fête’ [fEte]-[fEt].

(3)	appeler ‘to call’ [A.p´.le] 	appelle  [A.pEl] ‘(I) call’


	There is an obvious reason why Generalisation I mentions (a subset of the) sonorants. These segments are allowed to surface as syllabic, for reasons of sonority. In terms of Optimality Theory, we could say that *Closed Schwa Syllable is subordinated to another constraint, SonorousNucleus: This constraint should probably be replaced in the actual analysis by something more sophisticated (i.e. by a set of more primitive, interacting constraints) but this is beyond the scope of the present article. Cf. Prince and Smolensky (1993) and Boersma (1998) for some thoughts.

(4)	SonorousNucleus
		The head of the syllable should be a sonorant consonant or a vowel.

We may now wonder whether other sonorant consonants, in particular /n/, display the same behaviour. Here we can state the following generalisation:

(5) a.	Generalisation II: We do not find schwa between a non-fricative and tautosyllabic/n/;  in this context /n/ assimilates to the preceding plosive and becomes syllabic.
	b.	Example for Gen. II:  iepen ‘open’ /i´p´n/  [i´pm`]

An interesting aspect of this generalisation is that its left-hand context is more restricted than that of the generalisation we have discussed before.  In the former case, the consonant could be preceded also by fricatives, but apparently, this is not the case if the sonorant is /n/. Visser (1997) observes that this may be related to the fact that /n/ tends to assimilate to adjacent consonants and to what I will call Padgett’s generalisation. 
	Padgett (1994) showed with a large number of examples that natural languages display an asymmetry between stops and fricatives with respect to place assimilation: while coda nasals usually freely assimilate to stops, they do not often assimilate to fricatives.  This effect could be due to the following principle or constraint: 

 (6)	Padgett’s Generalisation (Padgett, Padgett 1994:476)
		If [+nas, +cons], then [-cont]
		‘A nasal consonant cannot be linked to the feature [+continuant]’

According to Padgett (1994), the constraint Padgett is phonetically grounded. It can also be held responsible for the independent fact that nasalized fricatives are absent or at least rare in languages of the world, and that fricatives behave as opaque or transparent segments in nasal harmony systems. 
	According to Padgett, languages may respond in several ways to structures that are bound to violate the constraint in (6): in some languages the fricative may harden to a stop, in some the nasal may get deleted, etc. In Clay Frisian, Padgett works as a constraint outruling *Closed Schwa Syllable in the same way as, SonorousNucleus: apparently, we rather have schwa in a closed syllable than an environment in which a nasal is assimilated to a fricative. In the relevant contexts we thus find a schwa between the fricative and [n] (the schwa either is not deleted or it is inserted):

(7) a.	Generalisation III: A fricative cannot be followed by a syllabic nasal. Such a cluster is always split up by a schwa.
	b.	Examples for Gen. III:  
even ‘even; just a while’ /e˘v´n/ [e˘v´n] *[e˘vm`]
te dragen ‘carrying’ (gerund) /dra˘F´n/ [dra˘F´n] *[dra˘Fn`]

Other Frisian dialects differ from Clay Frisian in this respect. Typically, schwa is deleted in these dialects also after a fricative. It thus seems as if Padgett’s Generalisation is not operative in these other dialects.
	Even in Clay Frisian, there is an apparent ‘exception to the exception’. If the fricative is a coronal /s/ or /z/, schwa does get deleted:

(8) a.	Generalisation IV: We do not find schwa between a coronal fricative and /n/;  in this context /n/ is syllabic.
	b.	Examples for Gen. IV:	
tassen ‘bags’ /tçs´n/ [tçsn`]
huzen ‘houses’ /hyz´n/ [hyzn`]

Of course, it is impossible to see whether assimilation has taken place or not in these cases, since the result of assimilating a coronal to another coronal is null. This concludes our overview of the basic facts to be discussed in this paper.

2. Problems for the Rule-Based Approach

As we have indicated above, rule-based analyses of the alternations between syllabic nasals and schwa we are interested in here, come in two flavours. We may assume that schwa+nasal sequences are underlying, and there are rules of schwa deletion and syllabification of sonorant segments; this is the position of Visser (1997). Alternatively, we may assume that single nasals are underlying and there is a rule of schwa insertion, as has been suggested by De Haan (1999).
	Visser (1997) has worked out a formal account for the Clay Frisian facts described in the previous section (cf. also Riemersma 1979, Dyk 1987). He suggests that Clay Frisian has a rule of nasal assimilation such as the one in (9a) (Visser 1997:378, ex. (83)), whereas other Frisian dialects (in which there is no difference between preceding fricatives and stops) have the rule in (9b) (Visser 1997:375, ex. (78); Visser claims that a relevant dialect is Eastern Súdwesthoeksk): I somewhat simplified the syllable structure representations in order to save space since some of Visser’s details seem irrelevant to my present concerns.

(9)	a.	Clay Frisian			b.	Other dialects	
							

			x	x				x	x

			[-voc]	[-voc]				[-voc]	[-voc]
				[+son]					[+son]

			Place	[coronal]    [+nasal]		Place	[coronal]    [+nasal]	
			<[coronal]>
				
			[-cont]
			<[cont]>

The rule in (9b) obviously is the simplest one. It depicts two segments (x) within a syllable (). Both segments are consonants ([-voc]), and the second is a sonorant ([+son]), in fact a coronal nasal ([+nasal, coronal, +son]). The Place feature of the preceding consonant spreads to the nasal (represented by a dotted line); at the same time, the feature [coronal] disappears (a stroke through the line connecting [-voc, +son] to [coronal]).
	The Clay Frisian rule is basically the same, but it is restricted to cases where the first consonant is a fricative ([-cont]); except if it is coronal, in which case it does not matter whether or not the segment is continuant. This is expressed by the elements in angled brackets).
	There are several problems connected to this approach: 

1.	It is not (really) understood why coronal fricative +n clusters are ‘exceptions to the exception As it has been presented by Visser (1997), schwa deletion is the rule, the position after fricatives form an exception to the rule, and the position after coronal fricatives are an exception to the exception.’ in Clay Frisian. It is just stated that the manner or place does not matter if the preceding segment is a coronal, and it just so happens that the target of assimilation in other cases is another coronal. Of course, one gets the impression that the reason for this is that place assimilation is vacuous in these cases. This cannot be expressed in the framework however: a rule in which the first segment would be exceptional if it were [velar] while the target of assimilation would still be specified as [coronal] would be just as natural.
2.	Padgett’s Generalisation (1994) cannot be incorporated into the framework. In fact, the more ‘natural’ dialect according to Padgett (Clay Frisian) has the more complicated rule, whereas the more marked dialects have a simpler rule mechanism.
The reason for this is that a constraint like Padgett cannot be incorporated into a strictly rule-based framework directly; it has to be formalised as an extra restriction on every rule that it governs. 
Interestingly, however, this constraint has an effect also in another part of Frisian phonology, even in those dialects that have rule (9b) rather than (9a). The relevant context here is VNC, i.e. a vowel followed by a (coronal) nasal, followed by another consonant. This is a potential position for regressive place assimilation from the consonant to the nasal, and this is indeed what we find if the consonant is a plosive (facts from Tiersma 1985:27):

(10)	yn+bine ‘bind into’  [imbin´]
			yn+komme ‘come in’	 [iNkom´]

Yet if the following consonant is a fricative (or a liquid or glide), we do not find regressive assimilation; rather, the nasal disappears completely, leaving a trace of nasalisation on the vowel (fact from Tiersma 1985:15): 

(11)	yn+falle ‘fall in’  [I~fçl´]

This can be understood quite naturally if we are able to incorporate Padgett’s Generalisation into the grammar. (Of course, we need to be able to account for the fact that this generalisation constrains regressive but not progressive assimilation in a dialect such as Eastern Súdwesthoeksk.) In a purely rule-based approach of the facts, however, accounting for this difference between fricatives and plosives involves another complication for the grammar. In this case, two rules are necessary, one referring to a [-cont] and another to a [+cont] environment. 
3.	 The interaction between assimilation and deletion is not understood. In my view, this is the hardest problem for Visser’s approach. Visser assumes that the relevant clusters all have a schwa underlyingly, which is deleted by a schwa deletion rule. The question now arises, how is this deletion ordered with respect to (9a) in Frisian? It turns out that both orderings are problematic. If assimilation would be ordered before schwa deletion, the former rule would never apply: it is a rule about adjacent segments, but if there is an intervening schwa, the obstruent and the nasal can never be adjacent.
Therefore, we might choose the alternative solution that schwa deletion has to be applied first. This means, however, that schwa deletion should be blind to its environment. We do not want to stipulate that this rule distinguishes between fricative and plosive environments in the same way as the assimilation rule. There is no way in which such a restriction could be motivated independently (Visser 1997:387). All environments are therefore potential inputs to the assimilation rule. Yet, between a fricative and a nasal we always find a schwa in Clay Frisian. This means that we need to stipulate a rule of schwa insertion after the assimilation rule, which applies in exactly those cases in which assimilation has not applied. It will be clear that this whole succession of processes of deletion, assimilation and epenthesis is rather cumbersome.

The last problem mentioned can be easily solved in a framework such as that proposed by De Haan (1999), in which schwas are not underlying. In such a framework a schwa epenthesis rule is necessary for independent reasons. De Haan (1999) could analyse the Clay Frisian facts in a rather straightforward way: first we have the assimilation rules in (9a) or (9b); afterwards we epenthesize a schwa in those cases in which assimilation did not apply. This restriction actually is not very unnatural, it occurs elsewhere as well. In Dutch we find epenthesis between a liquid and another consonant (/wErk/  [wEr´k]), but not between a nasal and a homorganic obstruent (/lAmp/  *[lAm´p], [lAmp]). Obviously, similar facts can be found in Frisian (Visser 1997:263-269). 
	The Clay Frisian facts thus seem to provide us with an argument for schwa epenthesis along the lines of De Haan (1999). Since De Haan’s approach is rule-based, however, it does not solve the problems 1 and 2 mentioned above. Both of these problems seem to indicate that we need to be able to refer to constraints on the output structure (the result of assimilating similar segments is indistinguishable from not assimilating them; Padgett). In other words, the fact that regressive and progressive assimilation are subject to Padgett in Clay Frisian, whereas other dialects distinguish between the two processes, is an argument in favour of an approach in terms of ranked output constraints and against rules. An alternative would be to adopt Padgett’s (1994) own formalism in which constraints (or default rules) govern the output of other rules. I will not go into this option, which can be easily seen as a precursor to Optimality Theory as it is presented here. Such an approach has been outlined already in section 1 and will be explored in some more formal detail in the next section.

3. An Account in Terms of Constraints

The most popular and well-known theory of surface constraint interaction to date is Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993 and subsequent work). We will explore the consequences of this theory for the analysis of Clay Frisian schwa deletion and nasal place assimilation. We do this by giving an analysis for each of the four generalisations in section 1 in turn. We start by the easiest one:

3.1 Generalisation I. There is no schwa in the position between any consonant and a liquid or /m/. 

All generalisations in OT are supposed to be the result of the interaction of output constraints. In this particular case, we have already introduced the two constraints involved. The first is the constraint against schwa in a closed syllable (*CSS), the other is VocalicNucleus, demanding every syllable nucleus to contain a vowel (this is thus a somewhat stricter version of the constraint called SonorousNucleus above). In the cases at hand, these constraints are in a conflict: either we have a schwa in a closed syllable, or we have a syllable without a vowel at all. In cases such as these, Frisian dialects let *CSS prevail. In Optimality Theory, this is depicted as follows: The constraints need to be ordered differently in formal styles of speech, in which schwa does surface; cf. Van Oostendorp (1997).

(12)
/pçsr/,/pçs´r/
*CSS
VocalicNucleus
pçs´r 
 *!

pçsr` 

*

There are two potential outputs, [pçs´r] and [pçsr]. The first violates *CSS, the second violates VocalicNucleus. This is depicted by the asterisks in the relevant cells. Violations of *CSS count as more serious than those of VocalicNucleus. Therefore, violation of *CSS is fatal; this is depicted by the exclamation mark. Since there is only one candidate output which is not fatally in error (pçsr), this candidate is the winner, marked by the –sign. Evaluation of VocalicNucleus is actually irrelevant given these two candidates; this is why the cells in its column are shaded.
	Notice that it is actually irrelevant what the input to the grammar is (inputs are given in the cell in the top left-hand corner) and whether we assume deletion or insertion. The same output will always surface, since this is the only one that satisfies all relevant conditions.

3.2 Generalisation II. We do not find schwa between a plosive and /n/; in this context /n/ assimilates to the preceding plosive. 

The ‘extra’ fact we have to account for in this case, is place assimilation.  Since it is not true that everything assimilates to everything, there should be a general constraint against spreading. This could have the following general shape:

(13)	NoSpreading: Features should not be shared (Goldsmith 1976)

Since in this particular case there is assimilation, the general constraint should be outranked by something else. Nijen Twilhaar & Van Oostendorp (2000) hold that the following is true for Hellendoorn Dutch and other languages. Here we assume this is relevant for Frisian dialects as well: In order to deal with the fact that only /n/, and not /m/ or /N/, is affected by this constraint, an additional (‘faithfulness’) constraint would be needed to formalize the idea that the coronal place feature is less marked than the other place features.

(14) NasalPlace (NP): A nasal consonant outside the onset needs to share place with an adjacent consonant, if present.

The following example structure is thus required by NP, even though it is disallowed by NoSpread:

(15)
						o			o

					      [labial]		[nasal]

(16)
/ i´pn, i´p´n/
*NP
*CSS
NoSpread
VocalicNucleus
i´p´n 

*!


i´p´m 

*!
*

i´pn`
*!


*
 i´pm`


*
*

The dotted lines indicate that the relative weight or ranking of two constraints is irrelevant or cannot be established. In this case we consider four possibilities, with or without a schwa and with or without assimilation. Those with a schwa do not survive because the schwa occurs in a closed syllable. The one without a schwa and without assimilation also does not survive because it has a nasal that is adjacent to another consonant but still has an independent place feature. 

3.3 Generalisation III. Between a non-coronal fricative and /n/ we do not find schwa. 

This is the place where the constraint Padgett enters the analysis. It is very powerful in Clay Frisian. In fact, it always decides in this dialect: it is ranked at the top. The hypothetical assimilated nasal is represented here as a bilabial, even though it could also be a labiodental (if it would ever surface).

(17)
/ e˘v´n, e˘vn /
Padgett
*NP
*CSS
NoSpread
VocalicNucleus
 e˘v´n


*
 

e˘v´m In this form the fricative and the nasal are linked to the same place feature across the schwa.
*!

*
*

e˘vn`

*!


*
 e˘vm`
*!


*
*

The most interesting alternative candidate is [e˘ vm`], since this would be the winner if Padgett had not been there. However, since it involves a nasal consonant linked to a fricative, this form is not allowed to surface. Instead, we find the form with a schwa and without linking. This obviously violates the constraint agains schwa-headed closed syllables *CSS, but apparently this is not as bad as violating Padgett.
	Notice that we now have established a relative ranking of *NP and *CSS. If this would have been the reverse, we would have had [e˘vn] as the winner, without an offensive closed syllable, but with an unassimilated nasal.

3.4 Generalisation IV. Schwa is deleted between a coronal fricative and /n/. 

As noted above, the constraint NP described above is also operative in Eastern Dutch dialects, such as Hellendoorn Dutch, where we find forms such as roe[pm`] “to call”, wär[kN`]  “to work”, in which the nasal in the inflectional ending has become assimilated. 
	Now in Hellendoorn Dutch voiced obstruents nasalize in the onset of a syllabic nasal: schro[mm`]  “to scrub” (from /sxrob/), ze[NN]  “to say” (from /zEƒ/). Interestingly, the configurations involving coronal fricatives are an exception also in this system: bloa[zn`], *bloa[nn`] “to blow”. The conclusion we can draw from this is that, apparently, coronal fricatives and coronal nasals need not be assimilated to one another (cf. Nijen Twilhaar and Van Oostendorp 2000, Van Oostendorp 2000 for more discussion):

(18)	NasalPlace: A nasal consonant outside the onset may not have a different place than an adjacent consonant, if present 

Since two coronal segments have the same place without spreading being necessary, we can get a structure which is right both according to Padgett (because there is no feature sharing) and according to NP (because the two adjacent segments still have the same place):

(19)
/hyz´n, hyzn /
Padgett
NP
*CSS
NoSpread
VocalicNucleus
hyz´n We only consider candidates in which the two coronals do not share their place feature. Other candidates would be ruled out by Padgett  immediately.


*!
 

hyzn`




*

Once again the constraint against schwa-headed closed syllables decides, and it decides in favour of the form with the syllabic nasal. It appears that all the relevant cases and generalisations in Clay Frisian can be accounted for quite straightforwardly. In particular the problems connected to the rule-based approaches do not arise. The obedience to Padgett’s Generalisation and the fact that coronal fricatives are exceptions to the exception can be readily understood in terms of output constraints. Furthermore the issue of the relative ordering of schwa deletion (or insertion) and assimilation does not arise. In this approach, it does not really matter whether the schwa’s are underlyingly present, or whether they are inserted or deleted.  

4. Some Remaining Issues

Before we can sensibly compare the approach defended here to its rule-based competitors, we have to solve two questions. First, how can we deal with the grammars of other Frisian dialects — which supposedly are natural languages as well? Secondly, what can we say about the facts of regressive assimilation in Clay Frisian and in the other dialects?

4.1. Other Frisian Dialects. 

If we can deal with the Clay Frisian facts satisfactorily, the question of course arises how to account for the behaviour of other dialects such as Eastern Súdwesthoeksk. We have seen that in Visser’s analysis, these have a somewhat simpler rule formulation, in spite of the fact that they seem less marked from a crosslinguistic point of view than Clay Frisian, as far as Padgett is concerned. 
	In the approach defended here, we could actually analyse these other dialects as having exactly the same constraints ordered in exactly the same way, except that Padgett has a somewhat lower ranking. For those cases where no fricatives are involved the facts (and the analyses) can be the same in all Frisian dialects:

(20)
/ i´p´n/, 
/ i´pn/
NP
*CSS
Padgett
NoSpread
VocalicNucleus
i´p´n 

*!



i´pn` 
*!



*
 i´pm` 



*
*

For the cases involving a fricative, it is important that Padgett has a lower ranking than in Clay Frisian; specifically, it needs to be ranked below *CSS in order to get the right result (compare this tableau to (17)).

(21)
/ e˘v´n /,
/ e˘vn /,

NP
*CSS
Padgett
NoSpread
Faithful
e˘v´n

*!

 

e˘v´m

*!
*!
*

e˘vn`
*!



*
 e˘vm`


*!
*
*

The question may now arise, what can be said about the relative markedness of the dialects in question. In absolute terms, there does not seem to be such a difference: the analysis of Clay Frisian involves exactly the same number of constraints as that of Eastern Súdwesthoeksk. The only difference may be one of order: we could interpret Padgett (1994) cross-linguistically in such a way that it claims that constraint rankings in which the constraint in favour of nasal assimilation dominates Padgett, are very rare. In this way, then, these dialects are typologically rare But the Low-Saxonian dialects studied in Njen Twilhaar and Van Oostendorp (2000) seem to display similar facts. , although the question remains, of course, what the reason behind this ranking preference is. 

4.2. Regressive Place Assimilation.  

Finally, we need to say a word about regressive place assimilation. As we have seen, this process also distinguishes between fricatives and stops: a coda /n/ assimilates to a following stop in 
stienpar ‘stone pear’ [stjImpar] (< /n+p/), ynkomme ‘come in’ [INkom´], but 
V+/n/ turns into a nasalised vowel before a fricative in ynfalle ‘fall in’ [i)fçl´]. 
	I have already suggested that this difference may be due to Padgett’s Generalisation. Visser (p.c.) notes however that the nasal also disappears in front of a coronal fricative: /insjEn/ > [I~sjEn], even though above we have seen that coronal fricatives behave differently with respect to NP than non-coronals. There thus seems to be an asymmetry between regressive and progressive assimilation contexts. The tendency to assimilate nasals regressively seems stronger than to do it progressively. I have no idea as to why this should be the case. The nasal cases for instance may be analysed as follows:

(22)
/infçl´/
Padgett
NP
Oral
NoSpread
VocalicNucleus
 i)fçl´


*
 
*
iMfçl´
*!


*

infçl´

*!




This tableau contains all the (relevant) constraints from previous analyses (*CSS is omitted, but since the form does not contain a schwa in a relevant position, this does not influence the outcome of the analysis.) It contains one new constraint, which can be used to explain the universal markedness of nasal vowels, as compared to their oral counterparts.

(23)		Oral: Vowels should not be nasal.

This constraint should be ranked below NP in Frisian, because nasalisation is allowed in order to avoid a construction of a nasal consonant linked to a fricative. In other circumstances, we do not find these vowels, as can be learned from another (albeit very similar) tableau:

(24)
stienpar
Padgett
NP
Oral
NoSpread
VocalicNucleus
 stjImpar



 
*
stjInpar

*!

*

stjI)par


*!



The relative ordering of Padgett and NP (which is the only difference between the two types of dialect) is irrelevant in the tableaus in (22) and (24). From this we can conclude that the proposed analysis also works for other Frisian dialects, such as Eastern Súdwesthoeksk.  If we rank these two constraints in the reverse order (but keep both of them still above Oral) the result will be the same.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have studied the interaction between schwa deletion or insertion on the one hand and place assimilation on the other hand in Clay Frisian. Previous analyses of these were rule-based and mainly concentrated on the question whether we have insertion or deletion of schwa. We employed a theory in which this distinction actually is irrelevant and argued that this system is successfully described using only constraints that are observable also in other languages. In our analysis, Clay Frisian is a ‘normal’ language system, based on a handful of constraints that have shown their value also in the analysis of other languages. Furthermore, regressive assimilation and progressive assimilation are subject to the same constraints in Clay Frisian.
	A rule-based account cannot deal with these two points — the ‘naturalness’ of the Clay Frisian system and the fact that regressive and progressive assimilation both distinguish between fricatives and stops — as well as a constraint-based one.  Furthermore, other Frisian dialects differ from Clay Frisian only minimally — in the ranking of constraints. They can be seen as equally ‘normal’ language systems, and this supposedly is a desirable result of our analysis as well.
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